70 years of Technology
– How digital has changed the NHS
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July 5 1948 – The NHS is born - Health Secretary Aneurin Bevan launched the NHS at Park Hospital in Manchester

The NHS is only ever about

**PEOPLE**

Digital is just a way for us to serve people better

- Our Professionals
- Our Patients
- Our Public
Success is an iceberg

Success!

What people see:
- Persistence
- Failure
- Sacrifice

What people don't see:
- Dedication
- Hard work
- Good habits

Disappointment

Things I have to give up:
1. 
2. 
3. 

@SylviaDuckworth
what are other words for camaraderie?

comradeship, fellowship, companionship, comradery, brotherhood, company, friendship, sociability
This is why we are lucky!!
70 years of Technology
How digital has **NOT** changed the NHS